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About this Course

Key principles of good academic writing for journals and beyond (14 July 2022) 

Tricks for writing critically and effectively (21 July 2022) 

Putting ideas and arguments together, textual organization and cohesion (28 July 2022)

To empower you to succeed in academic writing in English for journals
and beyond

Using sources in academic writing, identifying and preventing plagiarism, 
effective paraphrasing and summarizing strategies (4 August 2022)



What would you say 
is your biggest weakness 

in academic writing?



Through my lens as Editor 
編集者としての私のレンズを通して, 

what would I say 
is authors biggest weakness 

in academic writing?
Surface, Superficial, Thin
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+ Clarity, Alignment/Consistency/Coherence, 
Articulation, Logical Flow Issues



Biggest Weakness

Lack of  
criticality and 

logic

Undermine 弱体化

the quality, rigor 
and contribution of  

your paper



The Central Pillar 中央の柱 of  Academic Writing

Be critical, 
logical

Just digging 掘る, 
digging a little bit 
to find the points, 
insights - what are 

innovations or 
especially insights 
about this study 

yielded

Thinking
考え

Thinking

Thinking



Tricks for Writing Critically and Effectively

Through my lens as 
Editor - Authors’ issues

Reviewers’ comments Tricks for improvement

Context, Scene

Research Methods

Content

Discussion



Context コンテキスト, Scene シーン

Through my lens as Editor -
Authors’ issues

Reviewers’ comments Tricks for improvement

Doesn’t have a good knowledge of  
what is state-of-the-art in the topic

Failed to set up the context, scene 
for research paper

Making the topic for research 
paper is not logical and unable 
to stand to the study

“However, the work presented is 
not on solid ground with regard 
to the need for this study topic” 

“The literature review is 
disconnected with the study focus 
and the logic is hard to follow”

 Contextualize the background of  the 
study within literature 

 Well-structured, comprehensively and 
logically capture the essence of  
literature, connect to the literature in the 
topic area

Going from wide to narrow
What do we know
What kinds of  problems/ 
questions remain controversial 物議

を醸すor unresolved 未解決

 Provide a theoretical description 理論的

説明 of  what led you to address the 
problems



Research Methods

Through my lens as Editor -
Authors’ issues

Reviewers’ comments Tricks for improvement

Doesn’t have a good knowledge of  
the research methods

Lack of  clarity, poorly described

“Authors do not understand (or 
explain) many of  the theoretical, 
methodological ideas they are 
using”

“The authors are poor in the 
methods they describe”

 Provide a methodological description 方
法論の説明 of  what made the approach 
to the study, how you addressed the 
research objectives

You could describe a little rationale 
behind their methods

 Set out in a clear and compelling way 明
確で説得力のある方法 the case for the use 
of  that particular methodology



Content
Through my lens as Editor -
Authors’ issues

Reviewers’ comments Tricks for improvement

Clarity issue

Alignment アラインメント, 
consistency 一貫性, coherence コヒー

レンス, rigor 厳密さ issues

Articulationアーティキュレーション , 
logical flow issues

Wordy, repetition

Expression, grammatical issues 
throughout

Detract 気を散らす from the 
reading of  your paper
Jeopardize 危険にさらす the quality 
of  the presentation

Referencing, in-text citations

“The writing is unclear totally” 

“Many expressions are poor and 
confused”

“The lack of  attention to detail makes 
me concerned about the 
methodological rigor”

“The aim of  the research is not fully 
articulated and I am not persuaded of  
its value”

“There is no reference or explanation 
of  … to research. Is this a unique 
idea from the authors or are you 
borrowing from someone else? No 
citations!”

 Attention to detail

 Back-and-forth reading and 
checking throughout to ensure 
alignment, consistency and 
coherence

 Peer review, proofreading

 Proper referencing, citations. Need 
to add more recent references 
(especially the last five years) 
especially when discussing topics 
related to a literature review.



Discussion - The Heart of  Your Paper
Through my lens as Editor -
Authors’ issues

Reviewers’ comments Tricks for improvement

Too brief, thin

Poor argument, poorly supported 
and poorly discussed with a wider 
literature

Failed to show:
What do your research results 
mean
Are the study objectives 
achieved
How do your results fill the 
knowledge gap and advance 
knowledge

“There is absolutely no indication 
of  what contribution authors are 
making”

“I think the authors overstate 誇張

the implications” 

 Critically discuss, defend what you 
find 

 Show the reader what and how your 
results finding could be a contribution 

 Make a strong demonstration that the 
claims made in the introduction have 
been addressed

 Acknowledge the limitation of  your 
study

 Draw coherent conclusions

 Suggest future research avenues


